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Introduction:  High value astrobiology targets on 

other planetary surfaces may be located in extreme 

environments which could be inaccessible to conven-

tional wheeled-rovers [1]. We integrated a suite of in-

struments with the LEMUR 3 rock-climbing robot 

(Figure 1) to detect the presence of biologic activity on 

a vertical surface in a lava tube cave and to demon-

strate autonomous climbing operations within a subsur-

face environment to mature this robotic platform for 

potential future exploration of caves and other extreme 

terrain on planetary surfaces [2]. 

 
Figure 1: LEMUR 3 climbing autonomously at the Sweeney 

Granite Mountains Desert Research Center. 

Astrobiology Payload:  The LEMUR 3 instrument 

suite (Figure 2) builds on the Mars 2020 rover payload 

for astrobiology investigations:  

X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer. The Advanced 

PIXL Experiment (APE) instrument, based on the Mars 

2020 Planetary Instrument for X-ray Lithochemistry 

(PIXL), measures the X-Ray fluorescence of a 100 µm 

diameter target following irradiation by an X-Ray 

source [3]. The resulting hyperspectral elemental com-

position maps reveal chemical variability across a sam-

pling area and boundaries associated with geologic or 

biomineralized features. 

Raman/Fluorescence Spectrometer.  The Geobiol-

ogy with UV Raman Imaging and Laser induced Auto-

fluorescence (GURILA) instrument is a deep-UV Ra-

man/fluorescence spectrometer based on the Scanning 

Habitable Environments with Raman & Luminescence 

for Organics & Chemicals (SHERLOC) instrument for 

Mars 2020 [4]. DUV Raman and fluorescence spec-

troscopy can assess a sample’s habitability potential 

and detect the presence of biosignatures preserved in 

 
Figure 2: Measuring a cyanobacteria microbial mat with 

instruments on LEMUR in Four Windows Cave, El Malpais 

National Monument. 

rocks by classifying organics and minerals on a sur-

face.  

Unlike the Mars 2020 proximity science instru-

ments, which are mounted to a turret, GURILA and 

APE are a confocal system, interrogating the same 100 

µm spot on a target to produce a hyperspectral map 

that combines Raman/fluorescence, XRF, and context 

imagery. Coincident measurements of a target allow for 

direct comparisons between points without the need for 

interpolation within a hyperspectral map or requiring 

instrument-specific positioning systems. LEMUR does 

not need to prepare a surface for interrogation with a 

rock-abrasion tool, but instead employs a context im-

age focus merge algorithm to autonomously move the 

instrument stage to the ideal focus position at each 

point within a mapping observation [5]. 

 
Figure 3: The LEMUR 3 targeting focus merge algorithm 

collects a series of z-stacked images (left) and determines the 

distance to the focus point (right) at each position. 
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IR Point Spectrometer.  The Portable AOTF Spec-

trometer for Astrobiology (PASA) is an active illumi-

nation IR point spectrometer that operates in the 1.6-

3.6 µm range, overlapping with the fundamental vibra-

tional modes of hydrocarbons (C-H), hydroxyls (-OH), 

and other hydrogen bonded molecules [6]. 

Operations:  The LEMUR 3 limbed prototype ro-

bot is a quadruped with seven joints (degrees of free-

dom) per limb, equipped with swappable grippers al-

lowing the robot to climb a variety of terrains including 

rocky cliff faces, man-made surfaces like the exteriors 

of satellites, and icy environments [7-10]. The micro-

spine gripper end effectors used in this field demon-

stration array hundreds of sharp hooks on compliant 

mechanisms that allow the gripper to conform to the 

shape and roughness of the rock’s surface at the cm 

and mm scales [11]. 

LEMUR 3’s perception system generates context 

imagery and three-dimensional point cloud maps of the 

surface (with sub-cm resolution at 10 m range) to pro-

vide input to gripper placement decisions. A machine 

learning algorithm identifies the safest route to a desig-

nated target based on properties of the surface, includ-

ing its texture and the success of previous climbs on 

similar surfaces. During typical operations, LEMUR 3 

generates an initial map of the area and an operator 

directs the robot to a point of scientific interest. 

LEMUR 3 chooses the safest path to this target and 

climbs autonomously, beginning scientific investiga-

tions upon arrival. 

Four Windows Cave:  In October 2017, we field-

ed LEMUR 3 with an integrated instrument payload in 

Four Windows Cave (El Malpais National Monument) 

to measure a cyanobacteria-rich basalt wall to charac-

terize the biosignature detection capabilities of the in-

strument suite in an analog environment and assess the 

potential of this platform to acquire coincident hyper-

spectral maps of targets in subsurface environments. 

Measurements of the cyanobacteria-rich microbial 

mat and the underlying basalt (shown in Figure 2) are 

presented in Figure 4. NIR spectra of the microbial mat 

are consistent with a calcite deposition overlying a bas-

alt host rock. The low atomic weight hydrocarbon-rich 

cyanobacterial mat is not detected by APE, which in-

stead reveals the calcium associated with the biological 

calcite precipitate that underlies the microbial mat. 

XRF measurements of the basalt wall show strong Ti, 

Mn, Fe, and Ni peaks relative to the calcified deposit, 

which contains a higher percentage of S and Ca. Strong 

organic and bound water Raman signatures associated 

with the microbial mat are observed, demonstrating the 

ability of Raman spectroscopy to identify microbial 

mats observed in a lava tube cave. Multivariate statisti-

cal analyses applied to these hyperspectral maps reveal 

further distinctions between the bare basalt wall and 

the organic-rich microbial community. 

Performing integrated field tests at the system level 

forced science, instrumentation, and engineering to 

come together, benefiting future extraterrestrial rovers 

and revealing details of the concept not observable at 

the subsystem level. Future work will improve the reli-

ability of LEMUR 3, mature the instrument subsytems, 

and investigate additional cave and astrobiologically 

relevant field sites. 

 
Figure 4: Measurements of the cyanobacteria microbial mat 

in Four Windows Cave from PASA (top), APE (middle), and 

a laboratory Raman/Fluorescence spectrometer (bottom). 
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